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“...His undersides are like sharp potsherds; he spreads pointed marks in the mire.” Job 41:30
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While most if not all
known dinosaur foot-
prints are found in a

single layer of sedi-

ment, an extraordinary

ichnofossil* trackway

at Slick Rock, Colorado, vertically tra-

verses four bedding planes of rock, the

lower two horizontal and the upper

two crossbedded. July DSA speaker

Terry Beh** states that current geology

identifies the host rock as eolian or “a

combination of tidal flat and sand dune 

layers” created over a roughly 150,000-year times-

pan. However, the track’s preservation clearly indi-

cates rapid deposition of all four rock layers, as well

as quick lithification. Toe/finger imprints in the

footprints, along with mud “up-push” and deforma-

tion of the surrounding sediment strongly suggest a

marine depositional environment. The vast areal

extent of the host rock further indicates a massive

flood. Not insignificantly, the site also marks the

first known occurrence of bipedal dinosaur foot-

prints in Middle Jurassic rocks.

This month’s DSA meeting will be

held on Saturday, July 18, 2015, from

9 to 11:30am, at Greater Portland

Bible Church. Join us this month as

new DSA speaker Terry Beh presents

current research on fossil trackways!

**Terry P. Beh is a professional writer and

speaker with an avid interest in the study of

fossils from a young-earth creation perspec-

tive. Involved with dinosaur and fossil excava-

tions since 1998, Terry has served as a

supervisor for dinosaur digs in Colorado and

with the Foundation Advancing Creation Truth (FACT) in

Montana, where he helped excavate a Thescelosaurus and a

giant member of the ceratops family. Formerly a writer for

Focus on the Family and Promise Keepers, he currently oper-

ates a writing and publishing business, Clouds of Light

Publications, through which he self-published his first book, T is

for T.Rex: Some of God’s Most Amazing Creatures from A to Z.

Terry has had a number of opportunities to speak to groups

about geology and dinosaurs from a creation science point of

view. He has also written and edited for a number of creation

organizations, and fossil-related articles of his have appeared

in the Creation Research Society’s newsletter, Creation Matters.

Terry P. Beh

Footprint Tracks Contradict Evolutionary Geology

*Ichnofossil: A trace fossil, such as that of an animal’s track or burrow

This year, Ray Thompson and friends will host a

booth at the Oregon State Fair giving away free

DVDs (such as: God of Wonders, Evolution vs.

God) and creation materials from Answers in

Genesis, ICR, Creation Ministries International

and Living Waters / Ray Comfort ministries.

Volunteers are needed this summer (Aug 28– Sept

7) at the State Fair outreach. Booth volunteers do

not argue or debate visitors at the fair, but simply

offer free creation materials that build and edify the body of Christ and glorify Him as Creator.

Assistance is needed in planning and manning the booth at the fair. Please contact 

Ray Thompson at the next DSA meeting for further info, or call at: 503-704-2880.

State Fair Creation Info Booth
Volunteers Needed: August 28 – September 7, 2015

L
ed by Design Science Association members Keith

Swenson, professor of Natural Sciences, and Rick

Thompson, Lake Missoula Floods specialist, this is

a chance for pastors and other Christian leaders to

experience, at no cost to them, a great creation field

trip. This is also an opportunity for DSA members to

invite leaders who may be uncertain about the impor-

tance of the topic of Biblical origins. 

This has been a very significant experience for lead-

ers when they see the evidence first hand and realize

how it affects our view of scripture. It is exciting when

we can help pastors and congregations address this

issue in a more informed way. We encourage you to

partner with us in this mission by inviting your Christian

leader friends. Also consider covering their expenses

and coming along with them or by donating to DSA’s

scholarship fund. 

If you would like to donate for this, please write

“Pastor’s trip” on your check and send it to the DSA

address: PMB 218, 465 NE 181st. Ave., Portland, OR

97230. If you have someone to register or have 

any questions, please call (503) 257-0144

Pastors and Teachers Geology Field Trip
Wednesday July 22, 2015

There will be no regular DSA meeting in August, but please take note of the July
Columbia Gorge field trip and the August State Fair  volunteer event...
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Researchers have excavated a portion of a

theropod dinosaur thighbone from beachfront

marine rock north of Seattle.1 How did a land

animal’s leg bone get buried in marine rock?

Christian Sidor, a paleontologist and the Burke

Museum (Washington state) curator of verte-

brate paleontology, and Brandon Peecook, a

graduate student at the University of

Washington, published a report in PLoS ONE

on the fossil,2 which was found in April 2012 within

marine rocks of the San Juan Islands near Seattle

that had been exposed by low tide. The fossil, said to

be 80 million years old, has been identified as the

upper left femur of a theropod dinosaur similar in

size to a T. rex, although the exact species is

unknown. The discovery is noteworthy as this is the

very first confirmed dinosaur fossil found in the state

of Washington.

The femur was found with fossil remains of the shal-

low-water clam species Crassatellites conradiana.

The researchers suggested that this particular

dinosaur died close to the beach and was then

tossed about by waves before ultimately being buried

among the clams.

While this proposed scenario may initially sound plau-

sible, it raises questions. This particular dinosaur was

presumably quite large, as the researchers estimated

its whole femur would have been about four feet

long, nearly as long as the femur of a T. rex. Is it rea-

sonable to believe that normal beachfront wave

activity could transport such a large animal, presum-

ably weighing many tons, from its place of death to

its final resting place? While water transport of such

a large body is possible, it would almost certainly

require unusual, catastrophic water action.

More important, in order to fossilize, the carcass

would need to have been buried very rapidly in order

to prevent decay or scavenging by other creatures.

This would be true regardless of whether the carcass

was found in a marine or land sedimentary environ-

ment. And such rapid burial requires catastrophic

conditions.

Nor is the phenomenon of land dinosaurs buried

within marine sediments an isolated one. In fact, the

very article describing this discovery mentions in

passing that ankylosaurian and hadrosaurian

dinosaur fossils have also been found in marine or

coastal rocks of Oregon, California, and south central

Alaska.1 Furthermore, in addition to being found near

shallow-dwelling marine organisms, dinosaur fossils

have also been found in locations associated with

large swimming marine creatures such as ple-

siosaurs and ichthyosaurs.3 In fact, the presence of

dinosaur fossils in marine sediments is actually a

worldwide phenomenon.4

Of course, the Bible provides a logical explanation for

this global mixing of marine and land ani-

mals. The worldwide Flood described in the

book of Genesis would naturally mix and

bury creatures together from different land

and marine environments. Likewise, the

presence of original biological tissue (red

blood cells, skin tissue, blood vessels, bone

cells, etc.) discovered within dinosaur

bones is powerful evidence that they lived

recently, not millions of years ago, as is usually

claimed.5

Rather than being evidence for evolution and “mil-

lions of years,” these fossils, and the water-deposit-

ed rocks in which they are contained, bear mute

testimony to the fact that “the world that then exist-

ed perished, being flooded with water” (2 Peter

3:6).
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Image credit: Copyright © 2015 Burke Museum. 

Adapted for use in accordance with federal copyright 

(fair use doctrine) law. Usage by ICR does not imply 

endorsement of copyright holder.

* Dr. Hebert is Research Associate at the Institute for

Creation Research and received his Ph.D. in physics from

the University of Texas at Dallas.

Article posted on June 4, 2015.  

(www.icr.org/article/8803/) 

Dinosaur Thighbone Found in Marine Rock by Jake Hebert, Ph.D.*

T is for T. Rex is here
Newly published by July DSA speaker
Terry P. Beh, T is for T.Rex: Some of
God’s Most Amazing Creatures from 
A to Z, will be available for purchase 
at this month’s meeting!


